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Student Wellbeing
Digitalisation
Extracurricular activities
Transparency

In front of you is the election programme for List SHAPE/Ouranos for the University
Council elections for academic year 2020-2021. We are a young collaboration of
passionate and qualified individuals with previous experience in leadership and/or
student representation to give us a strong position in the University Council. This
encourages us to make an actual impact by correctly and effectively working together
on issues that truly matter. Before we go into depth on the specific themes of our
programme, we would like to explain to you what the university council is and what its
rights and duties are. This form of participatory body is regulated by the Dutch Law for
Higher Education and Scientific Research (Wet op hoger onderwijs en wetenschappelijk
onderzoek or WHW). This means that Maastricht University has one University Council
on a central or university wide level, and a Faculty Council for each of the six faculties.
Each of these councils have members that were elected by both students and staff
members, in a 50/50 division. 
 
The University Council's duties are formulated in the WHW: 'To the best of its ability, the
council strives to promote openness, public access and mutual consultation
within the university. In general, the council guards against any form of discrimination in
the university and, in particular, promotes the equal treatment of men and women, as
well as the inclusion of people with a disability or chronic illness and persons with a
migration background.'  (WHW ART. 9.32.3 - 4)
 
Legally the university council has several rights, most importantly are right to consent,
right to advice, right to information, and right to take initiative.
 
This programme is a guideline for practicing these rights. This is what we strive for at
Maastricht University.It serves as a framework while making our own proposals as well
as it guides us on how to judge propositions from the Executive Board. With your vote,
we will do our best to improve the following themes:
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Your time at the university is one of the best periods in your lifetime. It is because of this that you
should enjoy this time as much as possible. SHAPE/Ouranos works hard to ensure the wellbeing of
students. The right environment and support play a big part in this. Advice from different advisory
bodies should be quick to obtain and extremely knowledgeable, your direct surroundings should be
one that you can fall back on when needed and the university should provide food that’s healthy and
affordable.
 
Student psychologists and study advisors
In our society a great deal of attention is being given to mental health and learning to take
care of yourself, this is also the case at our university. Unfortunately, there is still a sense of
taboo amongst students when it comes to seeking psychological help or visiting a study advisor.
Students are living through a part of their lives where a lot of change is happening, and
expectations are high. It is therefore not abnormal that a lot of us this would need some more
guidance from time to time. We believe that is it essential that the university acts accordingly to
this by setting up different large campaigns to create awareness about discussing these
issues amongst peers and to seek help. The important thing here is to lower the threshold of
having an individual conversation or visiting a workshop, and to promote this regularly to
students. Currently, the university offers an extensive package, but this should be expanded by
hiring more student psychologists- and advisors to reduce the current wait for an interview, and
to facilitate the development of more workshops. There should also be more flexible
opportunities for students at internships to get help online or by phone.
 
Employability
After graduation a large part of our fellow students will start working in environments that are
unknown to them. It is therefore of great importance that you know what your options are after
obtaining your diploma. Internships give a better idea of what a certain field entails and if it is a
right fit for them. It has happened before that the way an internship was arranged was
cumbersome which led to students not quite knowing where they stood. Additionally,
internships only give you an idea of one specific career field.  Deploying a broader
employability program within the study offers students more perspective and insight into
their future. Furthermore, workshops and collaborations can be offered by various employers.
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Community feeling
UM’s faculty buildings are spread out through the entire city and region which has led to
us not having a real university campus, and students missing this ‘campus feeling’.
Randwyck has a lack of dining and shopping opportunities which has led to students
leaving the faculty soon after their classes and going to the city centre. A few ways to make
it more pleasant for students is by opening a faculty café for not only students, but staff
and the neighbourhood residents  alike that is run by the student associations in the
area. Maastricht University is the youngest and most international university in the
Netherlands. This means that we have a large number of international students who
have to be far away from their trusted environment, families, and friends. Sadly, there are
still too many students that feel like they don’t belong or only feel accepted by other
international students. This is completely and utterly unacceptable. As an international
university we should invest more in improving  the living and study pleasures of all
our students. For non-international students, more intensive contact with international
students could also enrich their student days by learning about different cultures and
people. Furthermore, it is important to keep working on the relationship of our
university (students) and the local residents. Our university has a societal
responsibility to both the region and its students. We believe that working on the
relationship of both these parties could lead to great things. As members of the university
council we would want to work on our contact with other student organisations in
Maastricht that are working on these matters to join forces and increase our impact. 
 
Catering
For years, students have been communicating that the current prices are too high, the
quality is too low, and that there is not enough attention for healthy and diverse food.
When choosing the new caterer, it is extremely important that all of these points are
taken into account. We think an increase in vegetarian/vegan/gluten free/halal/kosher etc.
foods and drinks are necessary. Furthermore, we also believe that the university has the
responsibility to provide a wide variety of healthy food for their students and employees.
As previously mentioned, the university has a big societal duty within the region. That is
why we want the new caterer to involve small business and purchase local products to
stimulate nearby businesses. Furthermore, we want to see that proper guidelines about
food waste are formed, such as selling food for a cheaper price at the end of the day or
donating leftover food.
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In 2020, digitalisation of education is not something rom far ahead in the future anymore.
Maastricht University will eventually have to go with the flow of online education. SHAPE/Ouranos
believes that this is possible in many different ways, for instance by digital examination, the
recording of lectures, expansion of the online university library and by offering E-learnings.The
implementation of digitisation in education will not only keep up with these times we are living in,
but will also ensure a more sustainable university. 
 
Lectures and digitalisation
The recording of the physical lectures should be common practice rather than an
exception. In times like these, education should not only be offered physically, but also the
online portal should be improved in ways to facilitate digital learning. The recording of
lectures contributes significantly to this. Knowing you can re-watch a lecture, you start taking
notes in a different way and there is more time left for interaction. We think it is equally
important that slides of a lecture are put on the Student Portal at least one day ahead. In this
way students are able to participate more actively during the lecture, what increases the
learning effect. Doing so, there is no more need to copy complete slideshows during class,
but the student is able to make notes within the powerpoint presentation. Digital education
can also be used by publishing short videos online on a subject matter, prior to a lecture, so
that students are able to get a hang of the subject before the lecture and the lecturer is able
to elaborate on the more difficult aspects and questions.
 
Digital examination
As the University showed us in the past few weeks, digital examination is within its
possibilities. By digitalization of exams, the University is no longer bound to strict examination
moments in the MECC. There are even tons of possibilities for summative examination. The
first step in this was already made by offering the possibility to have a digital exam in the
MECC, but according to us, there are even more opportunities. These opportunities should
also be taken in account by the University and we are very willing to help explore together with
the University what all these opportunities could be. We see a lot of benefits in digital
examination. This makes taking exams logistically easier, is time-efficient and can offer a more
flexible scheduling of exams.   Exam results can easily and automatically be included in a
portfolio next to other competencies. With digitalization, even examination for students
abroad (for an internship or exchange) could be possible. In this case, we should also explore
the best surveillance possibilities.
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Online University Library
SHAPE/Ouranos finds that the online University Library could be expanded. This form of
digitalisation could make it possible to prepare your class or PBL-session easily from home, to
deepen your knowledge on a topic by having access to broader class materials. Doing
research will also become more sufficient. We aim at a so called Digital Book Platform where
articles and books can be accessed “full text”,   without difficult processes, endless downloads
or expensive surprises. Apart from this, we would like if there could be a possibility from where
sections of this full text could be printed out in PDF. In the context of sustainability, however,
there would be a maximum number of pages that can be printed.
 
E-learnings
By going through an e-learning module, subject matter can be purchased in an interactive
way, where the student himself determines the learning tempo. Knowledge clips can serve as
a fast introduction of the subject matter prior to a (working)lecture or training, but also to
broaden the knowledge, as a way of exercising to get better control over the subject matter
and even as a self-assessment-tool. The possibilities are endless and all fit perfectly within
the PBL-system of our University. On this day, there are already existing collaborations
between Maastricht University and other universities that make it possible that certain e-
learnings on a topic already are offered. We would like to see these collaborations broaden and
would like to support the expansion of the already existing e-learnings with new subjects.
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As students at Maastricht University, we are at the heart of the society. In these times of increasing demand
for experience and skills, SHAPE/Ouranos considers it of great importance that the university offers
opportunities for the further development of the student. The focus should no longer just be on obtaining a
degree in a particular sector. We believe that the university can contribute to this development in the
following ways: taking courses at other faculties, promoting extracurricular activities, offering language
courses more cheaply and drawing up a portfolio in which the student's competencies are kept up to date.
 
Taking courses at another faculty
SHAPE/Ouranos believes that an environment should be created within Maastricht University in which
it is easier and more transparent to take courses at other faculties. After all, we live in a time in
which students are expected to have knowledge of several disciplines. This knowledge can be
acquired in other disciplines if Maastricht University is committed to achieving this collaboration
between faculties. SHAPE/Ouranos is willing to look at the possibilities in this area together with
Maastricht University.
 
Promotion of extracurricular activities
Studying is more than just following an education, it is a period of development. Maastricht University
must encourage this personal development. Secondary activities such as being a member of an 
participation council or running a board year must be able to go well alongside a studying.
SHAPE/Ouranos is of the opinion that the university should support these side activities. In our
opinion, this is also in line with the vision Maastricht University has, namely that every student is
responsible for his or her own learning path. Not only do we think that side activities such as
a board year or following courses at another faculty should be supported, but there should also be
room and opportunity for a student to follow two studies. It is important that a distinction is made
here between doing side activities and doing side activities that are related to the study.
SHAPE/Ouranos wants to make a case for this first type of side activities in which experience can be
gained that goes beyond the study alone. 
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Language Centre
Maastricht University offers high-quality language courses through the Language Centre.
However, SHAPE/Ouranos is of the opinion that each student should get one free language
course and that additional courses should be offered cheaper to lower the threshold for
attending a course. SHAPE/Ouranos is happy to think along with you about the possibilities that
exist in this area.
 
Competency development database
During the student period, the student is constantly working on developing and improving
competencies. SHAPE/Ouranos would like to see these competencies bundled into a portfolio
so that the student and a possible employer are up to date with his or her competencies at a
glance. A number of studies within the university are already working with a portfolio in which
the various competencies are substantiated. However, we would like to broaden this. By this we
mean that we do not only want to include in this portfolio the competencies that are obtained
study related, but that a portfolio is also a reflection of which other interests/experiences a
student has. In our opinion, functions or tasks outside the study also contribute to a large extent
to your competence development.
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We believe that the contact between the students and the University and Faculty Councils
should not only take place during the elections. The councils should be more visible, and
accessible to all students throughout the year. SHAPE/Ouranos is of the opinion that
more moments throughout the year should be made to enable all students to make their
voice heard. In order to promote this, we want to set up events or actions so that the
student representatives can actively inform students about their work and to gather
student opinions. In addition,, we also believes it is important that, from the get go, first-
year students are informed about the existence of the participation councils and know
how to get into contact with them. An example would be a minimum of one university
wide day centred around student engagement, and gathering student opinions.
Organizing these events will contribute in make student representation more
transparent and approachable.
 


